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ABSTRACT
Clinical patient data is a valuable resource for data-driven medical
research. However, discussions around personal data privacy high-
light the urgency of designing user interfaces that communicate the
possibilities and limitations of the data security used when sharing
personal health data. To better understand patients’ values regard-
ing medical data sharing, we developed a methodical approach
for value-centered participatory workshops. This approach is in-
spired by two strains, value-sensitive design and reflective design,
to reveal values related to a data donation process in the medical
field. The data collected in the workshop (the first of three) will be
used to derive design recommendations to improve data donation
processes.
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1 PROTECTING PERSONAL HEALTH DATA
Individualizedmedicine promises a data-driven approach tomedical
research. Routinely collected clinical patient data (e.g., electronic
health records, biospecimens) are part of these data collections.
However, such data collections need to fulfill legal requirements
(e.g., concerning patient consent as required by the GDPR) and
medical considerations (e.g., anonymization severely limits the util-
ity of data). Thus, the Digital Health Care Act was enacted in 2019,
providing the ground for collecting and centrally storing health
data in research data centers. However, the Digital Health Care Act
has raised much criticism. For example, it provides inadequate data
protection standards (pseudonymization only) and lacks a right of
objection for patients. Therefore, the public discussion oscillates
between concerns about personal data protection, especially for
vulnerable people, such as those with a rare or stigmatizing condi-
tion, on the one hand, and the need for improving the international
competitiveness of the German health care system, on the other
hand. These discussions show a particular urgency to design user
interfaces that communicate the possibilities and limits of the em-
ployed data security when sharing personal health data, such as
clinical data. We are convinced that to preserve individual privacy,
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patients should regularly and consciously think about their privacy
concerns, understand the potential consequences of data sharing,
and have options to act on to what extent their share the data. Such
empowerment can inform considerable societal discussions about
further needed legal regulations. However, this calls not only for
more transparency of the employed security technology but also
for enabling reflection on privacy decisions [8].

In our ongoing research, we focus on the complex interplay
of educating privacy literacy, transparently communicating the
risks of data sharing, and supporting reflective decision-making [7].
Our starting point is the investigation of patients’ decision-making
processes regarding data donation and situation-specific, partly
diverging attitudes and a variety of concerns, i.e., values, regard-
ing the disclosure of health data. With our research, we seek to
understand better how value-driven stakeholder participation can
inform a more responsible socio-technical design of a medical data
donation process. For this, we conceptualized and conducted partici-
patory workshops to reveal the existing values of patients regarding
data donation.

2 VALUE-SENSITIVE DESIGN OF DATA
DONATION

Two strains of research inspired our participatory workshop pri-
marily: value-sensitive design [3] and reflective design [5]. Value-
sensitive design (VSD) is a theoretically grounded approach to
systematically identifying stakeholders’ values, needs, and con-
cerns in technology design [3]. Values can be defined as desirable,
worthwhile, or positive goals that transcend specific situations and
can be applied generally to social life [6]. In the context of VSD,
universal values such as trust, autonomy, privacy, and sustainability
can be used. In addition to these often societal informed goals, each
person has values of their own, depending on what is important
to that person in life. VSD provides several methods for including
these values explicitly in the design process [2]. Nathan et al. [4],
for example, introduce “value scenarios,” which are narratives that
provide an analytical tool to consider values in technologies. How-
ever, even though VSD provides a variety of methods that help to
consider values in design work practically, Shilton [6] argues that
there have been few evaluations of how existing approaches (e.g.,
the “Envisioning Cards” [1]) can be applied outside of an academic
context. We share this argument since our initial goal of adopting
an existing workshop concept from VSD was not feasible. Thus, we
incorporated a strong reflective design perspective into our method-
ological apparatus. Reflective design helps to explore the values of
people and situations, for example, in participatory workshops or
co-creation activities (e.g., [10]). The close collaboration between
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stakeholders and designers brings out initially unconscious val-
ues, and design becomes a process of inquiry. Through such an
approach, boundaries and holistic implications of a design are re-
flected from the beginning of the design process [5]. For example,
Wong and Mulligan [9] highlight that by following this approach,
technology design can be sensitive to socio-cultural differences and
particularities.

We arrived at a participatory workshop design consisting of
three phases based on our theoretical considerations and a pilot
study. The workshop enables a value-sensitive perspective on the
value needs of the particular participating stakeholder group. In the
first phase, the individual value context is ascertained, then located
collectively in the second phase on a value map. Here, the goal
is to create a shared conceptualization of important stakeholder
values through reflection on a group level and reveal potential value
conflicts between different stakeholder groups. In the final phase
of the workshop, concrete requirements for providing informed
consent are derived by developing value scenarios. These value
scenarios represent an “ideal” data donation process by focusing
on selected patient values.

3 VALUE-CENTERED PARTICIPATORY
WORKSHOPS

So far, we have conducted one participatory workshop with a group
of experts (three female and two male, self-reported). This expert
group involved representatives from patient advocacy of vulnerable
groups. We invited the participants to a neutral venue, where we
conducted the full-day workshop (4,5 hrs, breaks excluded). This
workshop (the first of three) produced empirical data on values that
patients have as primary stakeholders when donating data in the
medical context. We want to use the insights gathered to derive
design recommendations for improving the data donation process,
especially for consent forms.
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